
VOCABULARY

In Brahui, indigenous (D ra v i d i a n) words have best been
preserved in such lexical classes as the verb and personal and some
other pronouns, and not half so wall in substantives and othersub-
stantival parts of speech.

A considerable part of the indigenous substantives have in-

divisible bases: they are either root words or words with presumably

derivative bases which cannot be analysed at present owing to the

lack of material needed for comparison. Here belong, for example,

6a 'mouth', xan 'eye', dlr 'water', 'eT" "goaf, amma 'mother', '//A

'fly', 'or 'finger', 'toe', Ae/> 'closeness', xa/ 'stone', xa^'ear', muru
'hare'.

Among the derivational formants in substantive bases, the follow-

ing suffixes can be drstingurshed:

-a; ^ikka 'sneezing', tola 'jackal', jakka 'cough';

-a; ura 'house', cuna 'child';

'(a)gh: batagh 'top', iragh 'food', keragh 'bottom', margh 'horn';

-ara: ghurrara 'roar* , shi'^Rshi'^Rara 'neighing', vakkara 'barking';

-7; pucfT 'cold', kuD(D)7 'hut', nuTi 'brain', pa7"?T'female (animal)',

du7 'tongue', asiTTJ 'singleness', monl 'position in front of smth.',

aRT 'obstacle'

;



-(ujx: muTTux 'knot', pacx 'bark';

-5; ta^o 'wind', xaxo 'crow', anno 'today', putuRo 'bubble', daro

'yesterday';

'(i}s/'(l)s: xuils 'fear', tiss 'generosity', trrs 'crest', murJs

'length'.

Substantives witli compound bases can be formed either by com-

bining indigenous bases or by combining indigenous and borrowed

baseSf e.g. nusxal 'mill', 'millstone' (from nus- 'to mill' and xal

'stone'), pul'mak(k}l 'tapeworm' (from *puZu 'worm' and Iran, makl
'helminth'), trikkat 'tripod' {from Indo-Aryan tri 'three' and *^a/ 'leg').

The commonest derivational formants of indigenous adjectives

are the suffixes -un {also -k-un, -gh-unj, -en, -ak, -7 and -ta/, and also

the zero suffix, e.g.:

-un: balun 'big', maun 'black', plun 'white', xTsun 'red', xarrun

'green', barun 'dry', palun 'humid', 'moist', basun 'hot';

'k-un: pushkun 'yellow', puskun 'new', mutkun 'old', xufkun
'mild', 'quiet', ushkun 'lithe', blngun 'hungry';

-gh-un: murghun 'long';

-en: puden 'cold', ^anen 'sweet', xaren 'bitter', kuben 'heavy';

-ak: cunak 'little', 'small', tanak 'thin', paT(T)ak 'shortish';

-7; marr? 'tame', ^iy^/?7 'sleepy';

'ta/: asital 'single', /rata/ 'double', mus/ta/ 'triple';

-,6^; xar' angry', keb 'near', maT 'thick', /ndT" 'foolish'.

The typical derivationalsuffix of numerals and pronouns is -7",

e.g. as/7" 'one', 'digit', /raT 'two', mus/T 'three', manaT 'sotne quantity'

macc/7 'a little', 'a few'.

In the comparative plane, only a few Brahui substantive deriva-

tional suffixes have parallels in cognate languages. Here belong, for

instance, the substantive suffixes -a, -(ajg/i, -(ujx /cf. -{ajx-, -(ajkk-

in Tamil, e.g. maxa 'child', k/Zakku 'east'/ or the zerosuffix of ad-

jectives. The substantive suffix -7, encountered in many Dravidian
languages, was probably borrowed by them from an Indo-Iranian source
as far back as ancient times. A comparatively recent borrowing from
Baluchi is the adjective suffix -en (cf. the formant of the definite form
of adjectives -en in Baluchi). The origin of another adjective suffix,

-un, which has no parallels in cognate languages, remains unclear;

in any case, the possibility of its connection with the Iranian suffix

-en/ -In cannot be ruled out.''^

From the point of view of derivation, Brahui verb stems fall into

primary and derivative. The former comprise root (or at present in-

divisible) stems, whereas the latter have some derivational suffix:

-eng-/-ing-/-ang- or -if-/-ef-/-f-. For example: fixing (the stem t/x-}

'to put', dudeng/ng {the sXerc\ dudeng-j 'to run', bis/nging (the stem
bising-j 'to ripen', baTang/ng (the stem baTang-J 'to call', ^arrifing

(the stem ^arrif-j 'to ask', ^arsef/ng (thestem ^arsef-} 'to return',

*arfing (the stem '*arf-) 'to lift up'.

Verbs with primary stems are usually active and, from the stand-

D. Bray's juxtaposition of the adjective suffix -un and the

Past Perfect suffix -(u)n /1 1 , 172/ for structural considerations natural

ly cannot be regarded as a plausible etymology.
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point of their government and lexical meaning, are divided into tran-
sitive and intransitive, e.g. biJing (the stem biT-} 'to throw', bening
(the stem ben-} 'to put on\ 'to wear', ^ogh/ng (the stem *dgh-) 'to
weep', 'to cry', ^Tj/ng (the stem '7/-; 'to worry'.

Most verbs with derivative stems ending in -eng-Z-fngV-ang- are
generally intmnsitive or passive, e.g. dudenging (the stem dudeng-)
'to run', guRenging (the stem guReng-J 'to be frightened away', daRing-
ing (the stem daRing-) 'to descend', malinging (the stem maling-j 'to

be opened', sholanging (the stem shofang-j 'to pour down', malanging
(the;stem malang-j 'to be opened'.

When there are parallel verbs with primary stems derived from the
same roots, then verbs with derivative stems ending in -eng- are gen-
erally intransitive and verbs with derivative stems \r\-/ng-/-ang- are
passive, e.g. ^arsing (the stem ^ars-j 'to Xuxr\'-^arsenging (the stem
^arseng-) 'to turn', 'to return' ; ^arsinging (the stem ^ars/ng-) 'to be
turned'; tixing (the stem tfx-J 'to put'-t/xfnging (the stem tixing-j 'to
be put'; maiing (the stem mai-} 'to open'—ma/ang/ng (the stem malang-j
'to be opened'.

Verbs with derivative stems in -if-Z-ef-/ -f- are transitive, e.g.
benlfing (the stem benif-j 'to dress (smb.)', palefing (the stem pa/ef-j
'tQboW, murlfing (the stem murTf-) 'to stretch out', 'to stick out',

kasfing (thestem kasf-j 'to kill'.

When there are parallel verbs with primary stems derived from the
same root or with derivative stems ending in -eng-, then derivative
stems in -ef- are formed from primary stems which have parallel de-
rivative stems in -eng-; derivative stems in -f- are usually formed
from primary stems in a long vowel or *; and derivative stems in -If-

are formed in all the other cases, e.g. ^arsenging (the stem ^arseng-j
'to turn', 'to xBturn' --^arse fing (the stem ^arsef-} 'to give back', 'to

return (smth.)'; Xi//7np (the stem xulT-} 'to iear'~-xu/Tfing (the stem

xu/7f-) 'to frighten'; ka^ing (the stem ka'"-} 'to 6\q* ^kasfing (the stem
kasf-j 'to kill'; kuning (the stem kun-j 'to eat' —kun ifing (the stem
kunif-) 'to feed'. Finally, in a number of cases verbs have derivative
stems with two suffixes: -(ijf-/-ef- and -ing-, -ing- and -if- or -(ilf-Z-ef-

and -/Y-, e.g. ^arsefinging (the stem ^arsefing-) 'to be returned', kasfing-
ing (the stem kasfing-) 'to be killed', baTingifing (the stem baTingif-j
'to send for smb.', kasfifing (the stem kasfif-) 'to make (smb.) kill

oneself.

When there are parallel verbs with two or more primary stems de-
rived from the same root (for greater detail, see the section "Verb
Stems'), then in most cases there exist two variants of derivative
stems with the suffix */ng- and one variant with the suffix -if-, e.g.:

banning 'to come'—bar/fing 'to bring';

danning 'to take away'—danninging, daringing 'to be taken away',
da^ifing 'to send';

kanning 'to do', 'to make' —kann inging 'to be done', 'to be made',
karifing 'to commission to do';

manning 'to become'- m^r/y/n^ 'to make (smb., smth.) become';
paning 'to say' --pan/nging, paring/ng 'to besaid', parifing 'to

convey (through smb.)';
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fining 'to gwe'-^tininging, tiringing 'to be given', tirifing 'to take
away', 'to make (smb.) give back (smth.)'.

The verb baTinging/baTanging 'to call' rs transitive despite the

presence of the suffix -ing- in its stem.
Of the three forms of the suffix -ing-Z-eng-Z-ang-, the form -ang-

is used optionally alongside -ing- with stems incorporating -a-/-5- and
should be regarded as a free variant of the suffix -ing-, which appears
owing to the assimilation to the stem voweL e.g. mal- 'to open'—wa/-
ing-/maiang- 'to be opened'. The character of the vowefs in the other

two forms, -ing-Z-eng-, rs different. The suffix -eng- is evidently bi-

morphemic and consfsts of the suffix -§-, which expresses a meaning
similar to that of reflexivtty, and the suffix of intransttivity and pas-
sivity 'ing-, which loses its vowel when it follows another vowel (e.g.

in xulT- 'to fear' ~,xaimg- 'to be the one who/which rs feared'), or the
suffix -ng-, joined to consonants by means of the connecting vowel -/-,

The suffix -(/Jf-Z-ef- is built in exactly the same way, -ef- also con-
sisting of the suffix of reflexivity -e- and the suffix of transitivity

•(ijf- /cf., for example, ^ars- 'to turn', ^arsif- 'to cause to turn', ^arsef-^

'to cause to turn (of itself)'/.

The diffuse character of Brahui primary verb stems as regards
transitivity-intransitivity and activity-passivity constitutes an original

feature of the Dravidian languages. Likewise, wide spread in most
Dravidian languages are various means of formation of derivative stems
by adding suffixes which differentiate the meanings of transitivity-

intransitivity and activity-passivity in the same way as the suffixes

'(ijng- and -(ilf- do in Brahui /(cf.,for example, thesuffix -(aJng-Z-fajg-

in such etymologically and semanticatly close words as aRang- 'to

be quiet, calm' in Tamil, aRan^n^- in Malayalam, aRg- in Kota, oDg-
in Toda, aRafnjg- in Kannada, aRag- in Telugu, Dang- 'to hide' in Ko-
lami or thesuffix -vl-Z-av- \v\ terivi- 'to tell', 'to report' in Tamil,
teripav; 'to tell', 'to report' in Tulu, etc./^?

'° Despite the formal and functionalsimilarity between the

Brahui suffix -(ilng- and the common Dravidian suffix -(njg-, the former

apparently has tittle connection with the latter genetically and rs a

recent formation. In cognate languages the suffix -(nig- rs not pro-
ductive: it cannot be joined-as is the case in Brahui-to just any stem,
and stems which do not contain thrssuffix are generally either never
associated with those which do or are not used at all. One can hardly
assume that the fact that this suffix has preserved its productivity in

Brahui rs an archaic feature, since, as we go from the southern lan-

guages to the northern ones, the possibility of distinguishing thfs suf-
fix as an independent formant diminishes and becomes minimal in the
north-eastern group. Besides, Brahui lacks the suffix -(kjk-, which rs

the transitive-active analogue of the intransitive-inactive suffix -(njg-

found in the languages still preserving the suffix *(n)g- and linked with
the latter by common origin.

The suffix of transitivity-activity -/'/V/- also seems isolated, in spite
of its formal and semantic similarity to the Tamil suffix -vi'Z'bi'Z'(P}pi',

The suffix of reflexivity -e- has no formal or semantic parallels in

other languages,
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Words which do not belong to the indigenous vo-

cabulary have been borrowed into Brahui from the neighbouring lan-

guages: Iranian and Indo-Aryan. First among them are Baluchi, Sindhi,

Lahndi, Punjabi and Pashto. Besides, important sources of borrowed

words are Urdu and Persian, from which a large number of both Indo-

Aryan and Iranian words and words borrowed from Arabic have made
(and are still making) their way into Brahui.

As a rule, borrowed words retain their original form and the

structure of their bases/stems rs determined by the rules of derivation

operating in the donor languages. From the standpoint of Brahui all

borrowed bases/stems are primary, borrowed verb stems being able to

receive Brahui derivational suffixes in thesame way as indigenous

words do.

The phonetic integument of borrowed words changes only to the

extent dictated by the peculiarities of Brahui phonetics. Thus, when
words are borrowed from Baluchi, Sindhi and Lahndi, aspirated con-

sonants in most cases become pure, geminated {so-called implosive,

recursive, glottoclusive) consonants become simple, and pharyngeal,

laryngeal and some other sounds peculiar to Semitic languages and oc-

curring in words of Arabic origin are replaced by Brahui sounds si-

mi lar in articulation and acoustic effect. Cf., for example:

Source of borrowing Brahui

Bal.



Source of borrowing Brahui

Sind. Me/-
Sind, bodifo

Sind. sabbar^
Lahn. adda
Lahn. amb
Lahn. aR

Lahn. baca
Lahn. /)i&a7"

Lahn. bber

Lahn. bbihaN
Urdu A//7-

Arab. ^adalat

Arab. afvah

Arab. *aqr/

Arab. a/Za/?

Arab. amanat
Arab. '^arlZa

Arab. *aurat

Arab, aksar
Arab. aHvaf
Arab. Aa/Za

Arab. burqa"*

Arab. khaliq

Arab. kbarab

Arab. /f/?aS5

Arab. faqab

Arab, Sabun
Arab. wa(/f

Eng. bicycle

Eng. bottle

Eng. 60 of

Borrowed words account for a I

and at an approximate estimate they

of all Brahui words.

6e/- 'to devastate'

bddala ^simpleton'

sabbar "strong*

ao^a 'brother'

am6 'mango'
a/f 'obstacle'

bacav 'escape'

baT 'boast'

bar 'plum'

bt^aN 'young girl'

bin- 'to pick up'

adalat 'court'

afva 'rumour'

aki 'wisdom', 'sense'

alia 'Allah'

anamat 'trust'

arTza 'petition'

arvat 'wife'

asxar 'generally'

aval 'news'

bayda 'egg'

burxa 'veil'

xaltk 'Creator*, 'God'

xarab 'bad'

xas 'special', 'especially'

lakab 'title', 'rank'

sabun 'soap'

vaxt 'time'

baysikal 'bicycle'

bo tal 'bottle*

buT 'boot'

arge share of the Brahur vocabulary

considerably exceed 50 per cent


